


A leading US and UK news service sought advice on 
workflow and process improvements from information 
management specialist LAC Group. In order to reduce overall 
library and archive operating costs and to gain efficiencies and 
enhanced service levels they chose to outsource their complete 
information management process in the UK and US to LAC 
Group. An internationally renowned news service, the company 
provides news and publicity services from heavy-hitting topics 
to entertainment and local news. The outsourcing has resulted 
in the creation of a digital library and of a group focusing on 
video resources. 

Initial discussions encompassed specifics such as business 
process consultancy for the library and archives-related services, 
as well as recommendations to reduce overall library and archive 
operating costs and ways to manage the archives more 
efficiently. Work for the film and videotape side included reducing 
the overall library footprint as well as increasing internal use of 
digital assets and expanding content monetisation opportunities 
from within the collection. In the first year of operation with LAC 
Group, the costs of operating the services were reduced by 
almost 50 percent whilst improving services and support. 

TRANSFORMING TO A DIGITAL LIBRARY 
AND RESEARCH CENTRE 
The first step was entrusting LAC with the management of the 
research library and its transformation to a digital library and 
research centre - creating an internal resource for expert 
research and news information support for mission-critical 
news functions. The decision was made to move to a digital 
research facility from an existing research library, the decision 
reflecting the changing nature of research tools and the 
opportunities prevalent in the digital age such as the option for 
anyone in the organisation to conduct searches and obtain 
information direct from their own computer. 

The library archives comprise around 90,000 linear feet of 
onsite, environmentally controlled physical storage and an 
additional 106,000 cubic feet of holdings at offsite archive 
storage facilities . As part of the work on the digital library & 
research centre, LAC demonstrated how the organisation 
could achieve ongoing competitive advantage and more 
efficient management of their archive assets. Managing the 
digital resources, prioritising content, mining content and 
monetising the archive material was also important and so LAC 
presented strategies for these and demonstrated how to apply 
the recommendations. As a result, the company decided to 
completely outsource the library and archive operation and to 
use LAC Group's Managed Services operation for its expertise 
and proven track record. This meant that the news giant was 
able to focus on its core business of getting the news on air. 

)) THEY ARE 
ESSENTIALLY 
THE NEW HYBRID 
LIBRARIANS OF 
THE 21ST CENTURY {{ 

Millions of dollars have already been saved by executing 
these plans whilst also improving storage efficiencies and 
addressing environmental concerns. 

One of the latest projects has involved creating a new Digital 
Research Sharepoint portal across the entire organisation. The 
portal provides help tips, search suggestions, and direct links 
to over 30 third-party research providers such as Factiva, 
Proquest, Facts on File, Gale and Jane's. LAC Group has also 
expanded digital delivery of research and content to a variety of 
mobile devices including the iPad and Blackberry. 

The managers of virtual libraries are typically known as digital 
archivists, digital preservation officers or digital asset managers. 
As Rob Corrao, Chief Operating Officer of LAC Group, 
comments, "They are essentially the new hybrid librarians of 
the 21st century. They still possess exceptional organisational 
dexterity, and an unrivalled commitment to the preservation of 
our history, now coupled with technical expertise and 
proficiency, necessary to properly organise and manage our 
virtual resources. In addition to the time and effort required fo~ 
organising and protecting material in digital form, virtual 
librarians or DAMs also: handle copyright issues; license 
technology; serve as database administrators for our virtual
reality-networks (VRNs); and, they evaluate, purchase and 
manage digital and on-line content from vendors, including 
web content and online marketing tools. They assign 
identification markers within the electronic data, known as 
metatags, to properly catalogue electronic material for high
demand access, and even manage our numerous iterations of 
our software and hardware, often referred to as new releases, 
versions and updates." 

According to The New York Times 2, there were over 20,000 
people working as digital asset managers in 2009, in a rapidly 
evolving digital market, where the demand for these .new ski lls 
is expected to triple over the next decade. The Linked In Digital 
Asset Management Group already had over 8,000 members 
as at January 2012. iQ 

• This paper first appeared in the Bulletin (the journal of the Information 
and Records Management Society, UK). 
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